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Grafton Street, Cairns was the historical site for Cairns Chinatown - the largest and longest running Chinese community outside Brisbane from the 1880s until the mid 1940s. Supporting a diverse population of Chinese settlers, entrepreneurs, women and families, this book sets out to explore the history and heritage of Chinese settlers in a prominent North Queensland town.
Sandi Robb is a historian and cultural heritage consultant with a historical research/cultural heritage consultancy business which specialises in Chinese family history, cultural heritage management and interpretive projects. As a PhD candidate at James Cook University, she is researching and writing her thesis *Chinese Families in North Queensland* and works full time as a Senior Heritage Officer in the Queensland Government. Sandi has presented at various conferences on Chinese Australian history, published articles in books and journals, and is a founding member of Chinese Heritage in Northern Australia Inc. (CHINA Inc), an organisation committed to researching and promoting Queensland’s Chinese history and cultural heritage. Sandi is dedicated to the promotion of Australia’s Chinese history with particular emphasis on the more hidden aspects of history including women and families. She lives in Townsville with her family.
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The former Cairns Chinatown precinct was located in Sachs Street now renamed Grafton Street between Shields Street and Spence Street, Cairns.
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